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The flowergirl
“In the real world things are very different. You just need to 
look around you. Nobody wants to die that way. People die 
of disease and accident. Death comes suddenly and there is 
no notion of good or bad. It leaves, not a dramatic feeling 
but great emptiness. When you lose someone you loved very 
much you feel this big empty space and think, ‘If I had known 
this was coming I would have done things differently.’ These 
are the feelings I wanted to arouse in the players with Aerith’s 
death relatively early in the game. 

Feelings of reality and not 
Hollywood.”
—Yoshinori Kitase, Edge Magazine, May 2003

“it’s so sad she has to die  :(“

-  gertthegamer, http://www.tv.com/uservideos/?action=video_player&id=IyQ0kjKr5b4JujHbat



“How can you say it wasn’t that tragic, it was the  
saddest scene in videogame history. I wept like a baby when 
that happened. I wanted so much for Cloud and her to be 
together.”

    - Xiandu, http://forums.animesuki.com/archive/index.php/t-3133.html
“This tore me up inside when I first saw Aeris get murdered by 

Sephiroth. I actually cried. I hate you Sepiroth!! Wait, I can’t hate 

you, you’re too sexy. RIP Aeris.”

  - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgOw9oHwcq8 

The flowergirl’s death

“I stabbed a polygon and made a nerd cry rofl”
  -liver88, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yaUMWZxaBA



“I did shead a tear for Aeris... 
I think that was because I acctually powered her 
up to be UBER before she got deaded.”

  - Cee, http://www.forum.ebaumsworld.com/archive/in-

Artist Name: Deovi  (deovi_chan@hotmail)

“i have to say this was probably 
one of the turning points in video 
game history, the first video game 
story that actually made me cry. 
With one blow video games went 
from just being games to also 
being art.”
  -Derekivery, http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=9yaUMWZxaBA

Cloud:
“The cycle of nature and your stupid 
plan doesn’t mean a thing.

Aeris is dead.
Aeris will no longer talk, no longer 
laugh, cry...or get angry...

What about us... what are WE supposed 
to do?

What is this pain?
My mouth is dry.
My eyes are burning.”

“Without [Final Fantasy VII]: Aerith wouldn’t have 

died, and gamers wouldn’t have learned how to cry.”

    -Electronic Gaming Monthly,  January, 2005 



“Square scripted Aeris to be dead, and wanted her to remain that 
way. If you do want Aeris to return, e-mail Square proclaiming your 
disappointment of FFVII, and also sign the on-line petition.”

- http://www.ff7citadel.com/gameinfo/info_res.shtml

“There are many mysteries surrounding the martyr of FFVII-- too 

many, in fact. Was Aeris originally meant to resurrect? Is she revivable 

in the Japanese version? What do people mean when they say she’s 

visible in the Midgar Church?”

  - http://www.ff7citadel.com/secrets/index.shtml

The flowergirl’s ressurection?

“y would you want to resurrect her. i know i sound shrewed 

but she died for a reason. she died while praying for holy. she 

died to save the planet.”
  - http://forums.adventchildren.net/archive/index.php/t-615.html

“The television screen went blank and I sat there for a few mo-
ments. I was at a lost. For some reason, through out the game I 
felt Aeris was meant to come back. It wasn’t just a gut-feeling, it 
was a firm conclusion. Why I felt this way, I didn’t know. Some-
thing must have occurred during the game that convinced me 
Aeris would resurrect. I attempted to replay disk 3, desperately 
searching for every little secret or way that could enable Aeris to 
rise again and deliver me a much better ending.”

-http://www.ff7citadel.com/efiction/viewstory.php?sid=10

“... there are many meanings in Aerith’s death and 
that could never happen”
- Scenario writer Yoshinori Kitase



Although I never played through Final Fantasy VII from start to finish, I am fa-
miliar with the death of one of the game’s main characters, Aeris Gainsborough. 
Her death has been described by many as one of the most touching moments in 
video gaming history and a proof that “a computer game can make you cry”.

But why is this? Death is not an uncommon story element in many video games, 
not even when it occurs to a main story character. There has to be something 
about this game, about this character that makes Aeris’ tragic death such a big 
deal. 

Even today, 10 years after the game’s initial release, people are making web-
shrines dedicated to their favourite female character, demanding her return or 
claiming that her death was never supposed to happen. Some has even hacked 
into the game engine, bringing her character back in action, others have written 
fan-fiction where she is being ressurected. 

Using the aestethics and style of the Internet, I wanted to explore Aeris’ death 
further. I wanted to capture the  feelings many gamers felt for her character, and 
maybe get closer to an answer to why this death made such an impact on the 
gaming community – the death of a virtual character made up of only a handful 
polygons and no beating heart.

- Eivind Røbekk Hagerup, November 2007.


